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Questions

•
•
•
•

What’s the Arctic? Who owns it?
Why is it changing? So what?
Is Arctic valuable economically? Geopolitically?
What role should US play in Arctic?

I have long personal
stake in Artic!
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Reminder: Please Register
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Reminder: Please Register
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The Great Decision- Great Power
Competition and Climate Change in Arctic
The world is being shaken by the collision of energy, climate
change, and the clashing power of nations in a time of global
crisis. …Vladimir Putin and China's Xi Jinping are converging
both on energy and on challenging American leadership….- Daniel
Yergin, The New Map, dust jacket

Arctic … is only just emerging as region of strategic
competition, in part due to climate change, which has opened
up new sea lanes and … raised prospects of tapping the
regions natural resources. – Richard Haass, The World, p 63
Because of climate change, arctic ice is melting, opening an
ocean shortcut and exposing vast stores of natural gas and oil.
With Russia and China already ahead with their Arctic
strategies, can US catch up? - Great Decisions, 2021
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Arctic is rapidly
changing
◼

◼

◼

◼

Arctic is changing so quickly in 30 years will be unlike today
Arctic is moving from ice and snow to more open
water and rain
While whole planet is warming, Arctic is heating up
more than twice as quickly
Arctic warming has cascading effects elsewhere,
raising sea levels, influencing ocean circulation and
playing a role in extreme weather
Shift to a Not-So-Frozen North Is Well Underway, Scientists Warn, By Henry Fountain, NYT, Dec. 8, 2020
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So What?
◼

◼
◼

◼

◼

7.7 mil. sq. mi.
– double US
4 million people
Claims by 8
countries
Mostly ice but
with resources
Warming makes
accessible and
contested –
Russian flag at
North Pole

“Arctic” from Greek – near the bear, northern 7

What is the
Arctic?
◼
◼

◼

Territory of Arctic Circle
Where sun shines in
summer all day, and
doesn’t shine for a day in
winter
Predominately icecovered ocean
surrounded by land

Source: www.weforum.org/agenda/2015/09/6-charts-to-help-you-become-an-arctic-expert/
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Who owns
the Arctic?
◼

◼

8 countries: Canada,
Denmark (via
Greenland), Norway,
Russia, US, Finland,
Iceland and Sweden
Conflicts due to varying extent of country claims
◼
◼
◼
◼

12-miles of jurisdiction over territorial waters
200-miles exclusive economic zone (EEZ)
350-miles if sea floor is an extension of their continental shelf
And mostly covered by ice without natural boundaries!
Source: www.weforum.org/agenda/2015/09/6-charts-to-help-you-become-an-arctic-expert/
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Why is Arctic
changing?
◼

Climate warming has led to:
◼
◼
◼
◼

◼

◼

Melting glaciers & ice sheets
Thawing of permafrost
Acidification of ocean
Changing environment

50% of Arctic summer sea
ice lost since 1975
Expected to virtually
disappear in summer within
a generation

Opening 1.5 mil. sq. mi. =
Half size of US lower 48

Source: www.weforum.org/agenda/2015/09/6-charts-to-help-you-become-an-arctic-expert/
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Global warming or
climate change?

◼

◼

◼

Most use terms interchangeably, but scientists prefer
climate change
Global warming means increase in earth’s average
temperature due to rising levels of greenhouse gases
Climate change refers to a long-term change in
climate and includes global warming plus droughts,
hurricanes, floods …
11

Scientific
Consensus:
Earth’s climate
warming

Long-term trend of rising global temperatures
◼ Vast majority of climate scientists and leading scientific
organizations worldwide agree that:
Climate-warming trends over past century are
extremely likely due to human activities
◼
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Climate change growing
concern in US but below
most other nations
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Arctic shipping
route boosts and
hurdles

◼

◼

Access to natural resources, longer navigation season, 40%
shorter routes, and avoiding Panama and Suez Canals and
Malacca Straits
Hurdles to overcome before viable
◼
◼
◼
◼

◼

Increased prices of resources in Arctic
Investments in infrastructure along Arctic shipping lanes
Reduction in insurance, escort costs
Overcoming sea ice during winter months

Uncertain will fulfill Putin’s prediction of rival to Suez Canal
Source: www.weforum.org/agenda/2015/09/6-charts-to-help-you-become-an-arctic-expert/
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What happens in
Arctic does not stay
in Arctic
St Petersburg, FL

◼

◼

◼

Miami, FL

Reduction in sea ice affects jet stream which may lead
to more frequent extreme winter snow conditions
Continued reduction of sea ice could reach tipping
point - Arctic Ocean becomes nearly ice-free causing
repercussions far beyond Arctic
Increasing melt of ice may increase sea levels – 145
million people live within 3 ft of sea level
Source: www.weforum.org/agenda/2015/09/6-charts-to-help-you-become-an-arctic-expert/
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Russia-China
Arctic LNG project
at Yamal & “Pivot
to East”

◼
◼
◼
◼

◼
◼

Russia exporting LNG (Liquid Natural Gas) from Arctic
Chinese lent $12 bil. to the $27 bil. Russian project
Putin says it “secures Russia’s future”
LNG to East via Northern Sea Route 30% shorter and avoids
choke points Malacca Strait and Suez Canal
Welcomed by US allies Japan & S Korea as well as rival China
Arctic leading to Russia’s geopolitical “pivot to the east”
Source: Daniel Yergin, The New Map, pages 111-114
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Great power
competition in Arctic

◼
◼
◼
◼

Climate change making Arctic accessible and strategic
Russia and China advancing and US lagging
During Cold War, US priority was military security
Climate change impacts beyond the Arctic
◼

◼
◼
◼

Access resources

Open fisheries
Indigenous populations
Adds to climate change

Russia
planted a
flag at
North
Pole
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Arctic lost US &
Russian significance
after Cold War

USSR

Alaska

Flights from Alaska routes now from many
◼
◼
◼
◼

◼

During Cold War, North Pole shortest route for air attacks
After Cold War, Arctic lost strategic significance
US & Russian Arctic military infrastructure declined
Arctic Council deals with rescue, pollution, scientific
cooperation and lately economics but not military
“Arctic exceptionalism” from geopolitical tensions
morphing into Arctic grabs and geopolitics
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Warmer Arctic attracts new strategic interests

◼

◼

◼

◼

Many military bases and
disputed borders
Prospects for oil, gas
and mining
Tourism - 2016
Northwest Passage
cruise ship
But Russia requires
escort by its icebreakers
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$30 trillion of
Arctic Resources

◼

Arctic natural resources
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

◼

◼

30% of undiscovered gas
13% of oil
$1 trillion worth of minerals
Large & expanding fishing
Massive supplies of water

Likely be years before much of undersea gas or oil
becomes feasible
But nations are jockeying to establish their rights especially Russia, Denmark & Canada
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US interests in
the Arctic?
◼

US Arctic strategy emphasizes
◼
◼

◼

◼

◼
◼

Advancing US security
Arctic region stewardship
Strengthening international cooperation

Greater US interests as Arctic rising strategic
competition with Russia and China
US now sees Arctic as region for power & competition
US Arctic interests dramatized by Aug 2019 Trump
interest in buying Greenland from Denmark
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Geopolitical
interests of
Russia in Arctic

◼
◼

◼

Values Arctic for important oil and gas reserves
GIUK Gap – between Greenland & Iceland and Iceland
and UK as a military gateway to North Atlantic
US contests Russia’s policy of strict control over
navigation through Northern Sea Route
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Russian
Remilitarization
of Arctic

"As polar ice melts, Russia is rushing to nationalize and
control new waterways across the Arctic Ocean …[and] also
military and intelligence activities. … Russia is threatening
the security and prosperity of the Arctic and Northern
Europe by assertively deploying its military power …and
building or reopening numerous military outposts across the
region.“ late Sen. John McCain, WSJ editorial after a trip to the Arctic in 2015
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US military
increasing presence
in Arctic
◼

◼

◼

◼

US just dispatched bomber squadron to Norway to
sharpen its focus on Arctic
NATO member Norway borders Russia whose military
modernization on Kola Peninsula is potential flashpoint
Arctic could become a geopolitical & energy battleground
US warns that Russia wants to dominate Arctic and use
its strategic edge of 40 icebreakers vs. US’s 2
Source: “Arctic buildup: U.S. Air Force deploys B-1 bomber squadron to Norway for first time,” By
Ben Wolfgang - The Washington Times - Wednesday, February 3, 2021
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Geopolitical
interests of
China in Arctic

◼

◼
◼
◼
◼

LNG making Northern Sea Route economic artery of Russia
Increasing interest in Arctic - as “near Arctic state”
Contemplating “Polar Silk Road” – of Belt & Road Initiative
Concern “Polar Silk Road” might also be used for military
Chinese investments are attractive to Arctic economies
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US foreign policy
in Arctic

◼

US has close allies and partners in Arctic
◼

◼
◼
◼
◼

Canada, Denmark and Norway in NATO

Denmark, Arctic nation thanks to Greenland
Greenland home of Thule Airbase
Tule regaining some of importance of Cold War
Norway fears Russia’s remilitarization of Arctic and
advocates NATO presence in Arctic
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US policy
challenges in
Arctic

◼

How much resources to devote to Arctic
◼

◼
◼

◼
◼

US has 2 aging icebreakers, a new $750 mil. nuclear in
construction and plans for 10
Russia has 46 icebreakers with 15 more on way
42 total icebreakers of US Arctic allies: Canada (7), Finland
(10), Sweden (7), & Denmark (4) – 14 more in works

Keeping Arctic at peace
Maintaining cooperation of Arctic and non-Arctic nations
27

Arctic: Return to Great Power Competition
Summary & Conclusions
◼

Q. What’s the Arctic? Who owns it?
◼

◼

Q. Why is it changing? So what?
◼

◼

A. Warming has melted ice rises seas that furthers climate
change, opens access to resources & shorter shipping lanes

Q. Is Arctic valuable economically? Geopolitically?
◼

◼

A. Ice-covered ocean surrounded by land, double size of US
with 8 nations with overlapping claims

A. Yes. Vast oil, gas, minerals & fish potentially worth $30
tril. is prompting investments, militarization & clashes

Q. What role should US play in Arctic?
◼

A. Russia is ahead of US & China is investing. US needs to
protect its interests, security & combat climate change
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Appendix: Supplementary Information

#4 Arctic Discussion questions
1.

2.
3.

4.

Should countries that are part of the Arctic council
prioritize policies that would attempt to limit the
melting of ice? Do the economic benefits outweigh
the environmental ones?
Why has US been a “reluctant” Arctic nation in past?
How much should US spend towards increasing its
influence and capacity in the Arctic?
What could be some of negative effects should Arctic
become another point of contention between US and
China? Can the US use region as source of
cooperation with China?
29

Appendix: Supplementary Information

Your opinions on Topic 4. Struggles over the Melting Arctic
1. How important do you view the Arctic to U.S. national security?
❏ Extremely important, ❏ Somewhat important,❏ Not too important, ❏ Not at all
important

2. In your opinion, should the U.S. risk antagonizing Russia and China by
increasing their naval/military presence in the Arctic?
❏ Yes ❏ No ❏ Unsure

3. In your opinion, what should the U.S. main priority in the Arctic be?
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

Environmental protection
Ensure freedom of navigation
Compete for territory with China and Russia
Harvest as much natural recourses as possible
Unsure

4. Are you concerned with the actions of China and Russia in the Arctic?
❏ Very concerned ❏ Somewhat concerned ❏ Not too concerned ❏ Not at all
concerned

5. How likely do you think it is that the U.S. will have a sizable foothold in the
Arctic region in the next 5 years?
❏ Very likely ❏ Somewhat likely ❏ Not too likely ❏ Not likely at all
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Appendix: Supplementary Information

Glossary
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Arctic Circle- refers to the line of latitude around Earth at above which the sun does
not set on the summer solstice and does not rise on the winter solstice.
Arctic Council- a forum between countries that meet to discuss issues pertaining to
the Arctic area or the indigenous tribes that reside in the Arctic. The council is made
up of 8 members states (Canada, Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, Russia,
Sweden and the United States) and 13 observer states.
Arctic Executive Steering Committee- refers to the committee formed by President
Barack Obama via an executive order. The committee was established in order to
help provide guidance during the United States’ time as Chair of the Arctic Council.
Article 234- refers to the article in the United Nations Convention on the Law of the
Sea which defines what an “ice-covered area” is and what responsibilities nations
have when navigating through these areas. Article 234 is used by Russia to demand
that any vessel that travels through Russian waters that fall under the “ice-covered
area” have a Russian escort.
Icebreaker- is a type of ship that is created with the special purpose of navigating
through ice-covered areas. The ship is designed to cut through the ice and create
shipping lanes through which other vessels can navigate.
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Appendix: Supplementary Information

Glossary (Continued)
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

June Solstice- also known as the Summer Solstice, refers to the day when the North
Pole is titled closest to the sun and when the Northern Hemisphere experiences the
longest period of daylight during the year. This day usually falls around June 20th.
Polar Silk Road- refers to a part of China’s Belt and Road Initiative that would open
up more lanes of passage through the Arctic for transport and shipping routes. The
Polar Silk Road would be a collaboration between China and Russia, as many of the
proposed routes would go through Russian EEZ.
Sami People- are a group of indigenous people that are located in the Arctic regions
of Norway, Sweden, Finland and Russia. The Sami originate from the Kola Peninsula
which is north of the Arctic circle.
Svalbard Treaty- was a treaty signed in 1920 that grants sovereignty to Norway over
the Svalbard archipelago.
Trident Juncture- was a NATO led military exercise in Norway in late-2018. The
exercise was the largest gathering of participants in history with nearly 50,000 NATO
forces from 31 nations.
Vigilant Shield- was a military exercise developed and carried out by NORAD in
conjunction with the
U.S Northern Command and Canadian Joint Operations Command. The exercise was
conducted between October 24 and 28th in 2018.
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Video #4: The Fight Over the
Melting Arctic

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

As Arctic icecap melts, Arctic is becoming a focus for geopolitics Can a spirit of cooperation endure?
Ambitions of Arctic powers, both old and new, in world’s most
inhospitable region are clashing
Arctic is warming: Anchorage hit record highs, July 2020 Arctic
sea ice cover was lowest ever, and some expect ice free summers
Hundred years ago they searched for a northern passage because
it would shorten the distance between East and West
But concluded not feasible, now with warming passage is feasible
Coffey Notes on #4 Video “The Fight Over the Melting Arctic”
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Melting of ice is opening the Arctic to
economic and geopolitical ambitions
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Melting of Arctic ice is making it easier to tap the untapped
minerals of the Arctic-especially hydrocarbons and mineral
resources
Arctic has 13% of the world’s undiscovered oil and $1 trillion
worth of minerals
Today many countries are working to expand their influence at
the top of the world and wanting to tap its resources
Russia and China are becoming more active in the region, so
US is realizing it needs to increase its engagement
During Cold War, the Arctic became a battleground as the US
and Soviet Union faced off across the North Pole
When we thought the threat of polar ballistic missiles ended
after end of Cold War we relaxed and now it’s time to catch up
Coffey Notes on #4 Video “The Fight Over the Melting Arctic”
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Russia claims big stake and role in Arctic
and strongly identifies as an Arctic state
◼

◼

◼

◼
◼

◼

Putin has strengthened Russia’s position in Arctic since Cold
War
Russia is establishing bases, expanding infrastructure,
extracting resources, and conducting scientific research to
strengthen its position in Arctic
Former Soviet military facilities are being opened up,
modernized, and runways expanded
But Russia claims this is more of a defensive orientation
Russia is turning to China for assistance - getting Chinese
investment in natural gas projects particularly in a Yamal
Peninsula
Although Russia and China cooperate on oil and gas, their
interests do not always align
Coffey Notes on #4 Video “The Fight Over the Melting Arctic”
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China’s expanding involvement in Arctic

◼

◼

◼
◼

◼

◼

China is mindful of Russia’s Arctic history and proximity and is
treading cautiously, but is extending its global strategy to Arctic
China’s Belt and Road Initiative(BRI) is building infrastructure in
the region
China’s interests in the Arctic also include governance
Chinese companies are not always welcomed in all the Arctic
countries – fearing the Chinese agenda
China is trying to promote an agenda not only of economic
interest but also political interest
Chinese construction companies are bidding to refurbish
airports in Greenland, prompting US to step forward

Coffey Notes on #4 Video “The Fight Over the Melting Arctic”
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China’s membership in Arctic Council opposed by US
◼
◼

◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

◼

For many years China sought membership in the Arctic Council
China earned the observer status in 2013 and is now in the
room but does not yet have a seat at table
China’s involvement has been opposed by US
China says its interests also relate to climate change
US takes a dim view of China’s interest in Arctic
But China is pushing back
Arctic Council traditionally has not participated in military or
geopolitical issues
Council can no longer pretend challenges with China and Russia
do not exist

Coffey Notes on #4 Video “The Fight Over the Melting Arctic”
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US increased interest in Arctic

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Trump made unusual proposal of buying Greenland – but was
quickly told it is not for sale
US is approved a minor aid package to Greenland for economic
development to expand their tourism
US Tule Airbase in Greenland is eyes and ears for threats
coming from the east
There’s a concern about the lack of American infrastructure in
Arctic and is not prepared for coming increase in shipping
US is in the process of building an ice cutter

Coffey Notes on #4 Video “The Fight Over the Melting Arctic”
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How to balance energy and environment?

◼

◼

◼

◼

The big question is how to balance the Arctic’s potential with
climate warming
There’s a debate about whether Arctic should be open because
we have already discovered a lot of oil supplies for the future
Is it wise for US to spend the billions of dollars to turn Arctic
into a geopolitical battleground?
Do we believe the Arctic is worth it to meet Russian and
Chinese competition?

Coffey Notes on #4 Video “The Fight Over the Melting Arctic”
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Role of Arctic Council – Add military?
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼
◼

Some say Arctic doesn’t need competition, but collaboration
and that US should not militarize the Arctic
Arctic Council was developed to promote discussion - explicitly
not to deal with military issues
Council has long emphasized environmental issues; military
issues would be difficult to bring into the Arctic Council
Climate change is becoming an issue – Council did not sign a
memorandum at the end of recent meeting because of US
objections to using the term “climate change”
Climate change is a major issue for the indigenous peoples
Debate about whether to use Arctic Council or another forum
for military and geopolitical issues, most think creating another
new forum would be better
Coffey Notes on #4 Video “The Fight Over the Melting Arctic”
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Concerns of indigenous peoples
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Most people living outside the Arctic don’t really understand or
appreciate what’s going on – only the indigenous do
So, it’s important to listen to the residents that live in the
region
Issues are interrelated - military, environmental, climate
warming etc. all are of interest to the people who live in Arctic
They are wary of introduction of military issues into the region
and how it will impact them
They are being challenged as the great powers turn their
attention to the top of the world

Coffey Notes on #4 Video “The Fight Over the Melting Arctic”
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